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Abstract 

Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a powerful and indispensable tool for 

structural and dynamic studies of various challenging systems. Nevertheless, it often 

suffers from significant limitations due to the inherent low signal sensitivity when low- 

nuclei are involved. Herein, we report an efficient solid-state NMR approach for rapid and 

efficient structural analysis of minute amounts of organic solids. By encoding staggered 

chemical shift evolution in the indirect dimension and staggered acquisition in 1H 

dimension, a proton-detected homonuclear 1H/1H and heteronuclear 13C/1H chemical 

shift correlation (HETCOR) spectrum can be obtained simultaneously in a single 

experiment at fast magic-angle-spinning (MAS) conditions with barely increasing 

experimental time, compared to conventional proton-detected HETCOR experiment. We 

establish that abundant 1H polarization can be efficiently manipulated and fully utilized 

in proton-detected solid-state NMR spectroscopy for extraction of more critical structural 

information and thus reduction of total experimental time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Via selective manipulation of the spin interactions among nuclei, solid-state nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is able to reveal the structural information at a 

length scale from 0.1nm to about 100nm and dynamic information at a time scale from 

about 1ps to about 100s in solids.1 Therefore, solid-state NMR has been playing a 

significant and indispensable role in providing atomic-level insights into the structures 

and dynamics of a wide variety of challenging systems over the past few decades, 

including polymers,2-3 proteins,4 drug delivery,5 and so on. Nevertheless, the inherent low 

sensitivity of solid-state NMR has severely limited the application range of this mighty 

technique due to the failure of utilizing the great benefits of sophisticated 

multidimensional solid-state NMR experiments. In addition, the isotope labelling on 

organic solids is usually unpractical and prohibitive due to the complicated synthesis 

protocols and forbidding cost. While the emerging low temperature dynamic nuclear 

polarization (DNP)6-8 in recent years can boost the signal sensitivity by more than two 

orders of magnitude, there are other severe issues with low spectral resolution, probably 

frozen molecular dynamics at low temperature, structural perturbation due to the 

incorporation of polarizing agent, and expense in carrying out the experiments. Instead, 

there is considerable interest in developing proton-based solid-state NMR spectroscopy 

that fully utilizes the high sensitivity of protons afforded by its highest gyromagnetic ratio 

and nearly 100% natural abundance.9-14 Fortunately, in virtue of the tremendous advances 

in magic-angle-spinning (MAS) probe technologies, spinning can be up to 170 kHz now 

using a small rotor with a diameter less than 0.5mm,15-16 and the probe with the capability 

of spinning beyond 60 kHz has indeed become common in many NMR laboratories. Under 



such fast MAS conditions, the strong proton-proton dipolar couplings can be significantly 

averaged,17 leading to dramatic enhancement of proton spectral resolution particularly 

when combined with ultrahigh magnetic field.17-21 Indeed, we have previously fully 

exploited multidimensional single channel proton solid-state NMR experiments at fast 

MAS conditions in order to fully explore the benefits of high sensitivity of protons for 

structural analysis of minute amounts of organic solids.22-26 Particularly, homonuclear 

1H/1H single-quantum/single-quantum (SQ/SQ) and double-quantum/single-quantum 

(DQ/SQ) correlation experiments are widely adapted for probing the proximity of protons, 

enabling revealing the hydrogen bonding interactions, intermolecular compatibility and 

chain packings.27-29 Nevertheless, it should be noted that the spectral resolution of proton 

is not comparable to that of 13C spectra, and proton-detected 13C/1H heteronuclear 

correlation (HETCOR) experiment is typically required for accurate proton resonance 

assignments and thus enabling rapid structural analysis.30-32 Notably, in the conventional 

proton-detected HETCOR experiment (Figure 1a),30, 33 only around 1% of 1H polarization 

is transferred to 13C via the first cross polarization (CP) period for the natural abundance 

organic solids, while 99% of 1H polarization is actually destroyed and wasted by the 

heteronuclear decoupling or HORROR (homonuclear rotary resonance) period34 to fully 

eliminate the residual proton polarization before second CP transfer for proton detection. 

In the previous study, we have well demonstrated that those residual 99% 1H polarization 

can be further utilized for subsequent multiple CP polarization transfer at fast MAS 

conditions if the proton T1 is long enough, even enabling the direct acquisition of natural 

abundant 13C NMR spectra using only ~2mg compounds.35 Indeed, numerous approaches 



have been proposed to enhance the sensitivity of solid-state NMR spectroscopy per unit 

time, enabling extraction of rich structural/dynamic information in a single experiment. 

On one hand, the experimental time of multidimensional solid-state NMR experiments can 

be substantially reduced by accelerating 1H spin-lattice relaxation (T1) time, via recycling 

residual 1H polarization after low- nuclei signal acquisition,36-38 or selective excitation to 

accelerate the re-polarization of 1H that are correlated to the heteronuclear spins of 

interest.39-40 On the other hand, multiple acquisition can be implemented in a single scan 

via multiple detector/receivers41-43 or pulse sequence development by utilizing different 

magnetization reservoirs and creating multiple polarization transfer pathways. 44-47 Such 

strategy is also named as parallel NMR spectroscopy, 48-49 which enables obtaining 

multiple multidimensional solid-state NMR spectra in a single experiment. Notably, due 

to the typically long T1 relaxation time, 13C or 15N reservoirs are typically manipulated in 

parallel to obtain multiple 2D data set from a single experiment.50 Nevertheless, the 

tailored manipulation of 1H polarization for parallel acquisitions in a single scan is more 

challenging and actually less reported.35, 51-52 Herein, we propose using a combination of 

staggered chemical shift evolution in indirect dimension and staggered signal acquisition 

in direct proton dimension, a homonuclear 1H/1H correlation, either single-

quantum/single-quantum (SQ/SQ) (Figure 1b) or double-quantum/single-quantum 

(DQ/SQ) (Figure 1c), and a heteronuclear 1H/13C chemical shift correlation (HETCOR) 

spectrum can be obtained simultaneously in a single experiment. Compared to 

conventional 1H-detected HETCOR experiment at fast MAS conditions, such experiment 

barely increases the experimental time, and most importantly does not satisfice the signal 



sensitivity. We envisage such method can be an efficient approach for rapid resonance 

assignments and structural analysis of minute amounts of organic solids. 

 

Figure 1. Experimental pulse sequences for (a) conventional 2D 1H-detected HETCOR 

experiment, (b) 2D 1H-detected SQ-SQ-HETCOR and (c) 2D 1H-detected DQ-SQ-HETCOR 

experiment. The solid black rectangle indicates the 90o pulse. Note in both SQ-SQ-HETCOR 

and DQ-SQ-HETCOR experiments, the two t1 periods are simultaneously evolved just like 

a regular 2D experiment. 

 

Our proposed new sequences, denoted as SQ-SQ-HETCOR and DQ-SQ-HETCOR, are 

shown in Figure 1b and 1c, respectively. In the SQ-SQ-HETCOR experiment, after the first 

CP period, the 1H and 13C magnetizations are both flipped back to +z direction for storage, 

and the residual transverse polarization are quickly dephased by the strong proton 

dipolar couplings during the z-filter time, tz (~ 1ms). Subsequently, the 1H polarization is 

flipped to xy plane for chemical shift evolution (1H t1 period), after which 1H polarization 

is flipped back to +z direction again, and the spin diffusion will occur during the mixing 

time (tmix) to establish proton SQ/SQ chemical shift correlations. Certainly, homonuclear 

recoupling sequences,53 such as finite-pulse radiofrequency driven dipolar recoupling (fp-

RFDR),54-55 amplitude-modulated mixed rotational and rotary-resonance (AM-

MIRROR),56 etc., can be incorporated into tmix period to accelerate spin diffusion process. 



Finally, a 90o pulse is applied to record the proton signals. After the first proton signal 

acquisition period, the 13C magnetization is flipped to xy plane for chemical shift evolution 

(13C t1 period), after which 13C polarization is flipped back to +z direction for storage. 

Subsequently, a short HORROR34 period (~1ms) is implemented on 1H channel to remove 

all residual proton magnetization. Finally, the 13C polarization is transferred to proton for 

detection via second CP polarization transfer period. Similarly, for the DQ-SQ-HETCOR 

experiment shown in Figure 1c, a DQ recoupling sequence is applied on proton channel 

after the z-filter to excite DQ coherences. R1847 pulse sequence is strongly recommended 

due to its high DQ recoupling efficiency and superior performance of suppressing t1-noise 

induced by MAS fluctuations. 57 After proton DQ chemical shift evolution period, the DQ 

coherences are converted to zero-quantum (ZQ) coherence by the same DQ recoupling 

sequence, and then to single-quantum (SQ) coherence by the 90o read pulse for proton 

detection. After the first proton signal acquisition period, the pulse sequence is just the 

same as that used in SQ-SQ-HETCOR experiment. It is worth noting that in both SQ-SQ-

HETCOR and DQ-SQ-HETCOR experiment, the t1 evolution period on 1H and 13C channels 

are simultaneously changed in the experiment just like a regular 2D experiment. 

Nevertheless, the 1H and 13C t1 evolution only affects the proton signals in the first and 

second acquisition period, respectively, in each transient scan. As a result, via the 2D 

Fourier transformation (FT) with respect to the 1H t1 evolution and first signal acquisition 

period, a homonuclear 1H SQ/SQ (or DQ/SQ) spectrum can be obtained, while a 

heteronuclear 13C/1H HETCOR spectrum can be obtained through the 2D FT with respect 

to the 13C t1 evolution and second signal acquisition period.  



The robust performance of SQ-SQ-HETCOR and DQ-SQ-HETCOR experiments were 

firstly demonstrated using poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAm) as the model system 

(Figure 2). From SQ-SQ-HETCOR experiment, both 1H/1H SQ/SQ correlation (Figure 2a) 

and 1H/13C HETCOR spectra (Figure 2b) are obtained simultaneously, while the 2D 1H/1H 

DQ/SQ correlation (Figure 2c) and 1H/13C HETCOR spectra (Figure 2d) are obtained 

simultaneously from the single DQ-SQ-HETCOR experiment. For both SQ-SQ-HETCOR and 

DQ-SQ-HETCOR experiments, the proton chemical shift evolution in the indirect 

dimension and the first acquisition period will only take a few milliseconds, while the 13C 

spin-lattice relaxation time (i.e. T1) is typically several seconds or even tens of seconds. 

Thus, the 13C magnetization, which is stored along +z direction after the first CP process, 

will not be affected by the evolution of proton magnetizations during the storage period. 

Moreover, the experimental time barely increases compared to the conventional proton-

detected HETCOR experiment (Figure 1a). As a result, the 2D 1H/13C HETCOR spectra 

obtained from SQ-SQ-HETCOR and DQ-SQ-HETCOR experiment are basically the same 

(Figure 2b and 2d). Notably, from Figure 2a, a total correlation among protons can be 

observed due to the efficient proton spin diffusion in a mixing time of 10ms. In addition, 

we observe an auto-correlation peak at about SQ=3ppm in 2D 1H SQ/SQ correlation 

spectrum (indicated by blue dash line in Figure 2a), which is ascribed to the main chain -

CH (H5) proton signal. Nevertheless, it is significantly overlapped with side chain -CH (H3) 

proton signal, and thus it is not easy to identify H5 signal in the simple 1D proton spectrum 

(as shown on top of Figure 2a). Besides, since H5 and H6 are close to each other, the DQ 

correlation between H5 and H6 is quite expected as shown in Figure 2c (indicated by the 



red line). Moreover, we can observe that the proton signal at 3ppm is correlated with all 

the carbon signals in the HETCOR spectra (Figure 2b and 2d) within 1ms CP contact time. 

Notably, in 2D 1H DQ/SQ correlation spectrum, we do not observe the DQ correlation 

between -NH protons, implying the absence of intrachain or interchain hydrogen bonding 

interactions in current sample, and thus the 1H/13C correlation between -CO (C4) carbon 

and -NH proton in 2D 1H/13C HETCOR spectrum (Figure 2b and 2d) is mainly coming from 

the intrachain correlation due to chemical bonding between -CO and -NH groups, instead 

of interchain hydrogen bonding interactions. Besides, a total 1H/13C correlation is also 

observed in HETCOR spectra since a contact time of 1ms is used for the second CP process, 

leading to efficient spin diffusion. Certainly, there will be only bonded 1H/13C correlation 

in the HETCOR spectrum if the contact time of the second CP is short enough, such as 

0.4ms. Overall, a combination of homonuclear 1H/1H and heteronuclear 13C/1H correlation 

spectrum, as obtained from a single experiment, can enable rapid structural analysis and 

extraction of critical structural information, such as revealing the intrachain or interchain 

hydrogen bonding interactions. 

 



 

Figure 2. The 2D 1H/1H homonuclear and 1H/13C heteronuclear correlation spectra of poly(N-

isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAm) obtained from SQ-SQ-HETCOR (a, b) and DQ-SQ-HETCOR (c, d) 

experiment. The schematic molecular structure of PNIPAm was shown as inset in Figure 2b. The 

blue dash line indicates the main chain -CH proton signal, while the red dash line indicates the 

correlation between -NH proton and carbonyl carbon. The red solid line indicates the DQ 

correlation between the main chain -CH proton and the protons at 1.0ppm. 

 

The robust performance of SQ-SQ-HETCOR and DQ-SQ-HETCOR experiments are 

further examined on the polyacrylic acid (PAA) sample, where the results are shown in 

Figure 3(a, b) and Figure 3(c, d), respectively. In the proton spectrum, signals at 13.0ppm 

and 7.9ppm are ascribed to hydrogen-bonded cyclic dimers of -COOH and nonhydrogen-

bonded -COOH protons, respectively. 58-60 This is well confirmed by the 2D 1H DQ/SQ 

spectrum shown in Figure 3c, where an auto-correlation DQ signal at 

(DQ=26ppm, SQ=13.0ppm) is clearly observed, while the auto-correlation DQ signal of 

the nonhydrogen-bonded carbonyl proton (SQ=7.9ppm) is not observed due to the 

absence of hydrogen bonding interactions. In addition, we also observed an auto-



correlation DQ signal at (DQ=21.8ppm, SQ=10.9ppm). Indeed, the proton signal at 10.9 

ppm is typically ascribed to exchange of hydrogen-bonded and free -COOH protons.59 

Besides, from the 2D DQ/SQ spectrum, we do not observed the DQ correlation between 

the proton signal at 10.9ppm and that at 13.0ppm, which may be due to the fast dynamic 

exchange process between the hydrogen-bonded dimer and the free -COOH form.59 The 

1H resonance assignments can be further supported by the 2D 1H/13C HETCOR spectra 

(Figure 3b and 3d). Two different 13C chemical shift values of carbonyl groups are 

observed, where the 13C peak at 178.4ppm and 182.5ppm is ascribed to the free and 

hydrogen-bonded carbonyl group, respectively. As a result, the proton signal at 13.0ppm 

only correlates with the carbon signal at 182.5ppm due to the hydrogen bonding 

interactions between the cyclic dimers of -COOH group, while the free -COOH group is 

indicated by the correlation at (13C=178.4ppm, 1H=7.9ppm) due to absence of hydrogen 

bonds. Note that the proton signal at 10.9ppm is correlated with the carbon signal at 

178.4ppm (indicated by the red dash lines in Figure 3b), implying that the protons are 

mostly in the free -COOH state instead of dimers despite of the exchange process between 

hydrogen-bonded dimers and free -COOH forms.  

 

 



 

Figure 3. The 2D 1H/1H homonuclear and 1H/13C heteronuclear correlation spectra of polyacrylic 

acid (PNIPAm) obtained from SQ-SQ-HETCOR (a, b) and DQ-SQ-HETCOR (c, d) experiment. The 

schematic molecular structure of PAA was shown as inset. The blue dash lines indicate the 

proton signals at 13.0ppm and 10.9ppm, corresponding to the hydrogen-bonded cyclic dimers 

of -COOH, and the exchange of hydrogen-bonded and free -COOH protons, respectively. The 

red dash lines indicate the 1H/13C correlations among carbonyl groups. 

 

It is worth emphasizing that for both SQ-SQ-HETCOR and DQ-SQ-HETCOR experiments, 

the indirect 1H and 13C chemical shift evolution periods are simultaneously changed as the 

regular 2D chemical shift correlation experiments. It means the spectral width and 

chemical shift evolution time in the indirect 1H and 13C dimensions are exactly the same. 

However, the 1H and 13C chemical shift evolution in the indirect dimension has 

independent influence on the acquired proton signals in the first and second acquisition 

periods, respectively. That’s why we can simultaneously and independently obtain a 

homonuclear and heteronuclear chemical shift correlation spectrum from a single 



experiment via simple 2D FT. Also, for both SQ-SQ-HETCOR and DQ-SQ-HETCOR 

experiments, a short HORROR period around 1ms is typically required before the second 

CP process. This guarantees that acquired proton signals in the second acquisition period 

is purely coming from the second 13C→1H CP process instead of residual proton 

magnetization. In fact, without the use of HORROR period, there will be significant t1-noise 

in the obtained 2D spectra, leading to substantial compromise of the signal-to-noise ratio 

of 2D spectra.  

In summary, the abundant 1H polarization in conventional proton-detected HETCOR 

experiment can be further exhausted, via innovative pulse sequence design, to obtain 

another homonuclear 1H/1H SQ/SQ or DQ/SQ correlation spectrum at fast MAS conditions. 

This is indeed achieved by creatively encoding staggered chemical shift evolution in the 

indirect 1H and 13C dimension and staggered acquisition in the direct 1H dimension, where 

indirect 1H and 13C chemical shift evolution has independent and separated influence on 

the acquired proton signals in the first and second acquisition period, respectively. As a 

result, both homonuclear 1H/1H and heteronuclear 1H/13C correlation spectra can be 

simultaneously obtained from a single experiment. Moreover, the experimental time 

increases little compared to conventional HETCOR experiment as it only takes ~20ms 

more in each transient scan. The robust performance of SQ-SQ-HETCOR and DQ-SQ-

HETCOR experiments are well demonstrated on PNIPAm and PAA samples, using only 

~2mg sample at 60 kHz MAS and 400 MHz magnetic field, and it is anticipated that the 

use of higher MAS frequency (such as 150 kHz) and stronger magnetic field (such as 1.2 

GHz) can further boost the spectral resolution and signal sensitivity. We hope the core 



idea in this study, namely exhausting 1H polarization in each transient scan, can inspire 

the development of new solid-state NMR techniques under fast MAS conditions to 

enhance the sensitivity of solid-state NMR spectroscopy. We foresee that the reported SQ-

SQ-HETCOR and DQ-SQ-HETCOR approaches can be valuable for the study of a broad 

range of molecular systems, such as zeolites, pharmaceuticals, covalent-organic 

frameworks (COF), and so on.  

All samples were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and used as received without any further 

purification. All solid-state NMR experiments were performed at 9.4 T on a JEOL JNM-

ECZR400R/M1 spectrometer with a 1.0mm HX MAS probe (JEOL RESONANCE Inc., Japan). 

The magic-angle spinning (MAS) frequency was automatically controlled at 60 kHz. For 

all the experiments, 1H and 13C 90o pulse length was both set as 1.0 s. The contact time 

for the first and second CP was set as 2ms and 1ms, respectively. The RF strength during 

CP was around 145 kHz and 85 kHz on 1H and 13C channel, respectively, with a 9% ramp 

on 13C channel. SPINAL64 decoupling61 scheme was adapted for 1H decoupling during 13C 

chemical shift evolution with a 1H radiofrequency strength around 15 kHz. The z-filter 

time after the first CP process was set as 1ms and 4ms for SQ-SQ-HETCOR and DQ-SQ-

HETCOR experiment, respectively. A spin diffusion mixing time of 10ms was used for the 

SQ-SQ-HETCOR experiment. The indirect spectral width was set as 30 kHz for all 

experiments. R184
7 sequence57 was adapted to excite DQ coherence with a total 



recoupling time of 4 rotor periods, and the RF field strength was set the same as the 

theoretical RF strength, i.e. 2.25vr., where vr is the MAS frequency. The recycle delay was 

set as 1s and 2s for the experiments on PAA and PNIPAm, respectively. States-

TPPI62method was employed for the quadrature detection along the indirect dimension 

with 64 and 128 t1 increments for experiments on PAA and PNIPAm, respectively.  
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